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Alexis thought her life contained everything she wanted, until her partner of five years lays a

bombshell on her. Catherine is an accomplished neurosurgeon looking for a fresh start in a new

city.A chance meeting between the two imprints the doctor in Alexis' mind, with thoughts of

Catherine pushing to the forefront months after they meet. When life places the pair in the same

city, Alexis is unable to deny her attraction to Catherine. As the pair become closer, Alexis finds

herself falling for Catherine, despite knowing that her feelings will never be reciprocated. Can the

pair navigate through life and maintain their friendship or does fate have something else in

store?Recommended for 18 years or age or older. F/F romance. Contains some strong language

and explicit adult situations.
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I found the story of Alex and Catherine really cute and interesting. I generally don't like the typical

lesbian crushing on the straight girl story because I feel like 90% of the lesbian romance genre is

about that same stuff I feel that this book gave it a nice twist on the matter so it was kind of

refreshing. The sex scenes were really hot, but there were too many of them for my taste.



Amazing book! Alex just broke up with her girlfriend of 5 years. Catherine just divorced her husband.

From the moment they first meet, Alex is mesmerized. Catherine doesn't understand that first spark

with a woman. Alex decides that Catherine is unobtainable and Catherine doesn't know what she

feels. It takes a traumatic event and lots of soul-searching for Catherine to figure out who she is and

what she wants. This is that rare book that projects both women's personalities with such vivid

descriptions that the reader truly feels both ladies angst, love and lust. I loved the main characters

and their friends. This is really a remarkable book and you would do yourself a favor if you just read

it. I highly recommend it. Very much looking forward to more from this author. She has a wonderful

future. Thank you, Ms, Kane, for the gift of writing this book!

I have a bias against lesbian romances where the two women meet, fall instantly in love, and make

forever declarations five pages into the book. In this engaging story, the opposite happens to the

point, as a reader, I said, "enough flirting, let's get this going"! What an deliciously agonizing wait for

the two characters to finally admit their feelings for one another and move on to "the good stuff".This

is a well-crafted story that is engaging from first to last page. Wow, what a page-turner. I really look

forward to this author's future works.

I usually just score the books I read but, I enjoyed this one so much, I had to leave a review to try

encourage others.In my opinion a good book should be three things; engaging, evocative and

complete. This is a really good book. I couldn't put it down (don't tell my boss. I started it at lunch

and finished it before 5), I laughed out loud, I almost cried and felt like my entire body was on fire

during the sex scenes ( again... don't tell my boss!) I wasn't left wanting for answers when it was

over. I was super pleased with the happily ever after! I cannot wait for more work from this

wonderful author.

I could not put this book down! Alex wants Catherine but Catherine is straight, until she figures out

she's in love with Alex. Steamy with a happily ever after I was worried wasn't going to happen at a

pivotal point in the book. Waiting patiently for the next one in the series.

I love lesbian love stories,especially ones with a happy ending, but I also love "true to life" stories

and sometimes life can be a bit messy emotionally. this book kept me emotionally in the story and I

must confess I fell a little in love with both of these characters. This book will have you squirming



and in some places is such a sexy book...but you keep wondering if they will ever get together for

real and not just in their dreams...lol Can't wait for the next in the series...Good Job Diane Kane!!!!

I enjoyed this story ,the characters, the emotional ups and downs than revolve through every

relationship.Well done. Can't wait for the next one.

I just finished reading this book today and was sorry it ended . The 2 main characters were

believable and very entertaining. I really was glad to see Alex was a surgical technologist; I could

relate having worked in this profession for 3 years. The author's researcher was excellent and

remarkably balanced. Just enough facts to keep the action realistic without losing the pace and

charm of Alex and Catherine's relationship.
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